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A B S T R A C T

Mu et al. have proposed an electronic voting protocol and claimed that it

protects anonymity of voters, detects double voting and authenticates eligible

voters. It has been shown that it does not protect voter’s privacy and prevent

double voting. After that, several schemes have been presented to fulfill these

properties. However, many of them suffer from the same weaknesses. In this

paper, getting Asadpour et al.’s scheme as one of the latest ones and showing

its weaknesses, we propose a new voting scheme which is immune to the

weaknesses of previous schemes without losing efficiency. The scheme, is based

on a special structure, which directly uses the identity of the voter, hides it

in that structure and reveals it after double voting. We also, show that the

security of this scheme depends on hardness of RSA cryptosystem, Discrete

Logarithm problem and Representation problem.

c© 2011 ISC. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, computers are almost everywhere and they
are used for many purposes. One of these purposes is
electronic voting. By using computer networks and
the Internet, traditional voting can be substituted by
electronic voting, which speeds up election process,
decreases costs and facilitates voting process.
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Electronic voting schemes can be classified into
three types: blind signature-based electronic voting
schemes [1–4], homomorphic encryption-based elec-
tronic voting schemes [5, 6], and the schemes which
use randomization such as the schemes that employ
mixnets [7, 8]. In the schemes based on blind signature,
the voter first gets a token which is a blindly signed
message unknown to any one except him, and then
sends his token together with his vote anonymously.

One of the first schemes which is based on blind
signature and used to claim that it can detect double
voters, relates to Mu and Varadharajan [9]. They also
claimed that their scheme is suitable for large scale
elections. They have proposed two versions of their
electronic voting scheme based on the ElGamal digital
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signature [10], to be applied over network without any
anonymous channel. One of these schemes assumes
that the authentication server is trusted, and there-
fore it does not generate any voting ticket without
the voter’s consent. In this version, the authentication
server does not leak out any information to the voting
server or ticket counting server. The other version as-
sumes that authentication server is not trusted, which
is closer to truth. In 2003, Chien et al. [11] showed that
Mu-Varadharajan’s schemes suffer from some weak-
nesses including: 1) the authentication server can eas-
ily identify the owner of a cast ballot, 2) a valid voter
can vote more than one without being detected, 3)
any one can forge ballot without being authenticated.

In 2003, Lin et al. [12] proposed an improvement on
Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme. They improved the
weakness that voters could successfully vote more than
once without being detected. The proposed scheme
did not require any special voting channel and it is
claimed that the scheme is able to detect double vot-
ing effectively. Yang et al. in 2004 [13] proposed an-
other improvement on Mu-Varadharajan’s scheme. Al-
though their scheme is resistant to the attacks which
have been proposed in [11], it can not determine the
identity of double voters. In 2005, Hwang et al. [14]
represented an attack on Lin et al.’s protocol. They
showed that the Lin et al.’s modification allows the au-
thentication server to identify the voters of published
tickets so that voters will lose their privacy. They also
proposed a new scheme to solve this problem and
enhance the security. They used two generators so
that after publishing all cast tickets by ticket counting
server, authentication server could not trace the owner
of the tickets. By these changes they tried to improve
the privacy of voters in Lin et al.’s protocol. However,
Hwang et al.’s scheme had some weaknesses in fulfill-
ing the claimed properties [15]. Furthermore, Asaar
et al. [16] proposed one more scheme based on Lin et
al.’s scheme. Their scheme resists to the attacks which
have been proposed in [12]. In 2007, F. Rodriguez-
Henriquez et al. [17] proposed another improvement
over the Lin et al.’s scheme. They presented a fully
functional RSA/DSA-based e-voting protocol for on-
line elections. They presented a weakness of Lin et
al.’s scheme arising from the structure of ElGamal
digital signature. For preventing the proposed weak-
ness, they substituted the ElGamal digital signature
employed by other protocols with DSA signature [18].
These changes guarantee that independently-chosen
values by the voter and authentication server would
not have undesirable effects on the ticket obtaining
procedure. In 2010, Jahandideh et al. [15] showed that
all of Lin et al.’s [12], Yang et al.’s [13], Hwang et al.’s
[14], Rodriguez-Henriquez et al.’s [17] and Asaar et
al.’s [16] protocols suffer from some weaknesses. One

of the latest schemes which has been proposed in this
category is Asadpour et al.’s protocol [19]. Using hash
functions, they proposed a new scheme and claimed
that their scheme is immune to some of their attacks.
However, as we show in this paper, it suffers from
some other weaknesses beside the weaknesses they
have counted for, in their schemes.

In this paper, we review Asadpour et al.’s protocol as
one of the latest improvements on Mu et al.’s protocol
and describe its weaknesses in Section 2. Furthermore,
we propose a new scheme which hides the identity of
voter in the structure of blind signature and reveals it
after double voting takes place in a different way in
Section 3. In the proposed scheme, hiding the identity
of voter in the structure of blind signatures, we use a
construction for authentication of voters, protection
of voters’ anonymity, detection of double voters and
prevention of the attacks which have been presented
until now on this family of protocols. In this structure,
we use the identity of voter directly and hide it in that
structure and reveal it, if a malicious voter has voted
twice or more. According to Pointcheval’s definition of
restrictive blind signature[20] 1 , we can enumerate the
used signature scheme as restrictive blind signature.
Next, in Section 4, we present the security analysis of
the scheme and show that the security of our system
could be reduced to the security of RSA cryptosystem
and difficulty of Discrete Logarithm problem and
Representation problem. Finally, in Section 5, we show
a comparison between the efficiency of our scheme and
Asadpour et al.’s scheme and show that our proposed
scheme is more efficient than their scheme.

2 Asadpouret al.’s Schemeand itsFail-
ures

First we describe the protocol proposed by Asadpour
et al.’s in Section 2.1. Then in Section 2.2 we present
some attacks to the protocol.

2.1 Asadpour et al.’s Scheme

Asadpour et al.’s electronic voting scheme consists of
the participants including Voters (V ), an Authen-
tication Server (AS), Voting Servers (V S), a Ticket
Counting Server (TCS), and a Certificate Authority
(CA). In order to describe the protocol, we use the
following notations:

• (ex, nx), dx: the RSA public/private key pair of
participant x.

• Certx: the public-key certificate of participant x,
which is signed by CA.

1 Those blind signatures which hide a specific structure, such

as the identity, are called restrictive blind signature.
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• p: a large prime number, which is a public system
parameter.

• g, h: two different elements in Z∗p which are also
public system parameters.

• ‖: the operation of concatenation.
• t: timestamp.
• Hash: a one way hash function.

2.1.1 TheVoting andTicketObtaining Phase

(a) Voter V chooses three blind factors b0, b1andb2 in
Z∗nAS

and two random numbers k1 and r in Z∗p. Then,
V computes w0, w1, w′1, w2 and w′2 by the following
equations:

Hlnk = Hash(gr, hr) = Hash(a1, a2)

w0 = Hlnk.b
eAS
0 mod nAS

w1 = grbeAS
1 mod nAS

w′1 = hrbeAS
1 mod nAS

w2 = gk1beAS
2 mod nAS

w′2 = hk1beAS
2 mod nAS (1)

Next, the voter sends {V , AS, CertV , t, w1, w′1, w2,
w′2, (w1‖w′1‖w2‖w′2‖t)dV modnV } to AS.

(b) AS verifies the validity of the certificate, times-
tamp, and the signature ((w1‖w′1‖w2‖w′2‖t)dV )modnV .
Getting all the verifications passed, AS chooses a
unique random number k2 for the voter and computes:

w3 = (k2‖t)eV modnv

w4 = (w1 × w0)dAS modnAS

= (a1 ×Hlnk)
dAS × b0 × b1 modnAS

w5 = (w′1 × w0)dAS modnAS

= (a2 ×Hlnk)
dAS × b0 × b1 modnAS

w6 = (w2 × gk2 × w0)dAS modnAS

= (y1 ×Hlnk)dAS × b0 × b2 modnAS

w7 = (w′2
2 × hk2 × w0)dAS modnAS

= (y2 ×Hlnk)dAS × b0 × b22 modnAS

(2)

Where a1 = gr, a2 = hr, y1 = gk1+k2 , and
y2 = h2k1+k2 . Subsequently, AS sends the message
{AS, V,w3, (w4‖w5‖w6‖w7‖t)eV modnV } to V and
stores k2 along with V ’s identity in its database.

(c) Decrypting w3, V obtains k2 and using g, h, k1 and
k2, he calculates y1 and y2. Furthermore, removing
the blinding factors b0, b1 and b2 from w4, w5, w6 and
w7, he computes the signatures s1, s2, s3 and s4 as
follows:

s1 = w4 × b−11 × b−10 modnAS = (a1 ×Hlnk)
dAS modnAS

s2 = w5 × b−11 × b−10 modnAS = (a2 ×Hlnk)dAS modnAS

s3 = w6 × b−12 × b−10 modnAS = (y1 ×Hlnk)dAS modnAS

s4 = w7 × b−22 × b−10 modnAS = (y2 ×Hlnk)dAS modnAS

(3)

(d) V applies the ElGamal digital signature scheme
[10] to sign the voting content m. Let x1 = k1 + k2
and x2 = 2k1 + k2 be the private keys and y1 and y2
be the corresponding public keys of ElGamel system,
i.e., y1 = gk1+k2mod p and y2 = h2k1+k2mod p. V
generates two signatures (a1, s5) and (a2, s6) using
the following equations:

s5 = x−11 (ma1 − r)mod (p− 1)

s6 = x−12 (ma2 − r)mod (p− 1)
(4)

Finally, the voting ticket can be computed as

T = {s1 ‖ s2 ‖ s3 ‖ s4 ‖ s5 ‖ s6 ‖ a1 ‖ a2 ‖ y1 ‖ y2 ‖ m}

2.1.2 The Voting and Tickets Collecting
Phase

(a) V sends the voting ticket T to V S.

(b) V S validates a1, a2, y1, and y2 by checking the
following equations:

Hlnk × a1
?
= seAS

1 modnAS

Hlnk × a2
?
= seAS

2 modnAS

Hlnk × y1
?
= seAS

3 modnAS

Hlnk × y2
?
= seAS

4 modnAS

(5)

Furthermore, V S verifies the signatures (a1, y1, s5)
and (a2, y2, s6) of the voting content m by checking
the following equations:

ys51 a1
?
= gma1mod p

ys62 a2
?
= hma2mod p

(6)

If both verifications succeed, V S stores T in its
database.

(c) After the voting time expired, V S sends all the
collected tickets to TCS.

2.1.3 The Tickets Counting Phase

Upon receiving all tickets from the Voting Servers,
TCS first verifies if there are double voting tickets
by checking y1, y2, a1 and a2 for every ticket and see
whether they have been repetitively used. If these
parameters appear in more than one ticket, the owner
of this ticket has voted twice or more. In cooperation
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with AS, TCS finds the malicious voter. When TCS
discovers a voter who has used the same parameters y1,
y2, a1 and a2 to sign two different voting contents m
and m′, it calculates k2 using the following equations:

x1 = m′a1−ma1

s′5−s5
mod (p− 1)

x2 = m′a2−ma2

s′6−s6
mod (p− 1)

k1 = x2 − x1 = (2k1 + k2)− (k1 + k2)

k2 = x1 − k1

(7)

Searching AS’s database and associating the unique
number k2 with the malicious voter, TCS is able to
identify him. Finally, the TCS publishes the valid
tickets and counts them.

2.2 Weaknesses of the Scheme

In [15], we have proposed some attacks on Lin et al.’s
[12], Yang et al.’s [13], Hwang et al.’s [14], Rodriguez-
Henriquez et al.’s [17] and Asaar et al.’s [16] protocols
and shown that they suffer from some weaknesses. In
this section, we show that some of these attacks are ap-
plicable to Asadpour et al.’s protocol. By representing
two attacks on the anonymity of the voter, we show
that beside the weakness in fulfilling the property of
perceptibility of double voter which is mentioned in
their paper, Asadpour et al.’s scheme suffers from
some weaknesses in protecting the anonymity of the
voter.

2.2.1 The First Attack

Since parameters w1 and w′1 are blinded with the
same blinding factor for each voter, i.e., w1 =
grbeAS

1 m
¯
od nAS and w′1 = hrbeAS

1 m
¯
od nAS , AS is able

to compute the proportion of them and consequently
the proportion of gr and hr for each voter. On the
other hand, when tickets get published on the bulletin
board at the end of voting process, AS is able to com-
pute the proportion of a1 and a2 and consequently
the proportion of gr and hr in modnAS . Matching
these two proportions, AS is able to determine the
owner of each vote m.

2.2.2 The Second Attack

After publishing tickets on the bulletin board, AS has
access to the information of all tickets. On the other
hand, AS has allocated the value of k2 for each voter
and stored it in its database beside the identity of
each voter. Suppose that AS would be interested in
finding the owner of the ticket T = {s1 ‖ s2 ‖ s3 ‖
s4 ‖ s5 ‖ s6 ‖ a1 ‖ a2 ‖ y1 ‖ y2 ‖ m}, AS selects a
record {V ′, k′2} from its own database and computes
the value r′ as follows:

r′ =
s5s6k

′
2−m(2a1s6−a2s5)

s5−2s6 mod p (8)

Since a1 = gr mod p, if the equation a1
?
= gr

′
mod p

holds, then r′ = r and V ′ is the owner of this ticket;
else AS chooses another record from its own database
and redoes this procedure until the owner of this vote
is identified.

3 Emergence of Dynamic Environ-
ments

Our electronic voting environment involves at least
the following parties: voters (V ’s), an authentication
sever (AS ), voting servers(VS ’s), a ticket counting
server (TCS ) and a trusted certificate authority (CA).
For convenience, some necessary notations are defined
below:

• (ei, ni), di: the RSA public/private key pair of
participant except AS.

• (eAS , nAS), 1/eAS and (e′AS , nAS), 1/e′AS : the
two RSA public/private key pairs of AS such
that eAS > e′AS .

• Certx: the public-key certificate of participant x,
which is signed by CA.
• g1, g2: two publicly known elements of the same

large prime order l in Z∗nAS
.

• uv: which is unique for each voter and is unknown
to others.

• IDv: the identity of the voter which is certified by
certificate authority and is equal to guv

1 modnAS .
• b1 and b2: two blind factors in Z∗nAS

, which are
relatively prime to nAS .

• H: a one way hash function.
• ‖: the operation of concatenation.
• t: timestamp.

Note that the used RSA system for AS is based on
the difficulty of computation of v’th root of numbers
in Z∗n, such that n = p ∗ q and p, q are two large prime
numbers. The public exponent of the RSA system is
e, a reasonably large prime, and ciphertexts are com-
puted as e’th exponent of plaintexts. For decryption,
decryptor computes e’th root of ciphertexts. Every
one who knows the factorization of n is able to com-
pute e’th root of numbers and consequently able to
decrypt ciphertexts. Hence, here, no one except AS
knows the factorization of n. This type of cryptosys-
tem has been used in some other protocols such as
Ferguson’s electronic cash protocol [21]. Furthermore,
for security enhancement and preventing some secu-
rity attacks based on homomorphic property, we use
two different pairwise keys for AS.

The scheme consists of three phases: 1) voting prepa-
ration, in which the voter authenticates himself and
gets a valid ticket from the authentication server, 2)
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voting and collecting ballot, in which the voter sends
the ballot to a voting server, then the voting server
verifies the eligibility of the voter by checking the sig-
nature of the authentication server which is in the
ticket and then sends the ballot to the ballot counting
server, and 3) counting ballots in which the ballots
are counted and double voters are detected. In this
section, we describe each phase in detail.

3.1 The First Phase: Voting and Ticket Ob-
taining Phase

(a) The voter selects two blind factors b1 and b2 and
three random numbers x1, x2∈ Z∗e′

AS
and s ∈ Z∗eAS

and computes A, A′, B, w1, w2 as follow:

A = guv
1 g2 modnAS

A′ = As modnAS

B = gx1
1 gx2

2 modnAS

w1 = Bb
e′AS
1 modnAS

w2 = (A′ + B)beAS
2 modnAS

(9)

Then, the voter sends {CertV , A, w1, w2, t,
((A‖w1‖w2‖t)dV )mod nV } to AS.

(b) AS first verifies the validity of the certificate, times-
tamp and value of A by using the certificate, identity
of the voter and public information. It also, validates
the signature ((A‖w1‖w2‖t)dV )modnV . After passing
all verifications, AS computes the following equations:

w3 = A1/eAS modnAS

w4 = w
1/e′AS
1 modnAS

w5 = w
1/eAS

2 modnAS

(10)

Finally, the message {((w3‖w4‖w5‖t)eV )mod nV } is
sent to V .

(c) Decrypting the received value, V will get access to
the signature of AS on A and blinded signatures of
AS on B and A′ + B. V computes the signatures of
AS on A′, B and A′ + B as follow:

s1 = ws
3 modnAS = A′1/eAS

s2 = w4/b1 modnAS = B1/e′AS

s3 = w5/b2 modnAS = (A′ + B)1/eAS

(11)

Then he chooses his vote and computes the values of
d, r1 and r2 using the following equations:

d = H(A′, B, s1, s2, s3, vote, nonce)mod eAS

r1 = duvs + x1 mod eAS

r2 = ds + x2 mod eAS

(12)

Finally, the voting ticket could be computed as

Ticket = {A′, B, vote, s1, s2, s3, d, r1, r2, nonce}
(13)

3.2 The Second Phase: Voting and Tickets
Collecting Phase

(a) V sends the voting ticket Ticket to V S.

(b) V S verifies the signatures s1, s2, s3 using the
information available in the ticket. It also, verifies the
following equation to ensure that no item has been
forged in the protocol.

gr11 gr22
?
= A′dBmodnAS (14)

If the validation holds, V S stores Ticket in its
database.

(c) After the voting time expires, V S sends all the
collected tickets to TCS.

3.3 The Third Phase: Tickets Counting
Phase

Upon receiving all tickets from the voting servers,
TCS verifies if double voting has occurred or not. This
affair is done by checking the parameters A′ and B
of tickets and detecting if they have been repeatedly
used. If these parameters appear in more than one
ticket, the voter has voted twice or more. If the TCS
finds the same items A and B in two or more tickets
(i.e., {A′, B, vote, s1, s2, s3, d, r1, r2} and {A′, B,
vote, s1, s2, s3, d′, r′1, r′2}), then by using the relation
between r1, r2, d and consequently between r′1, r′2,
and d′, it computes the identity of the voter by the
following equations:

uv =
r1−r′1
r2−r′2

mod eAS

IDv = guv
1 modnAS

(15)

Finally, the TCS counts the valid tickets and publishes
them in the bulletin board to give insurance to voters
that their tickets have been counted.

4 Security Analysis of Our Electronic
Voting Scheme

In this section, we prove the correctness of our voting
system to fulfill the claimed properties. Note that for
proving the correctness of the protocol, we assume the
difficulty of solving some problems and unforgeability
of certifications.

Assumption 1. Factorization of large numbers is a
hard problem.
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Assumption 2. RSA problem is a hard problem.

Note that the security of the RSA cryptosystem is
based on two mathematical problems: the problem of
factoring large numbers and the RSA problem.

Assumption 3. Discrete logarithm problem is a
hard problem.

Assumption 4. Representation problem is a hard
problem.

Lemma 1. A voter has the ability to provide correct
values of r1 and r2 with respect to d which could pass
the verifications of voting and ticket obtaining phase,
if and only if he knows a representation of A′ and B
with respect to g1 and g2.

Proof. Suppose that a voter knows a representation
of A′ and B with respect to g1 and g2. Then, he knows
the values of u, x1 and x2. Consequently, he can com-
pute the values of d, r1 and r2 from (12). Conversely,
suppose that a voter does not know a representation
of A′ and B with respect to g1 and g2. Then, he does
not know anything about u, x1 and x2. Consequently,
he can not provide valid values for d, s, r1 and r2.

Lemma 2. A voter can use a ticket, if and only if he
knows a representation of A′ and B with respect to
g1 and g2.

Proof. According to the previous lemma, a voter
knows a representation of A′ and B with respect to
g1 and g2 if and only if he can provide correct values
of r1 and r2 with respect to d in voting and ticket
obtaining phase. Furthermore, a voter can make and
use a ticket, if and only if he provides the correct
values of d, r1 and r2 for his own ticket.

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme achieves the re-
quirement of eligibility of voters.

Proof. According to the previous lemma, a voter can
vote, if and only if he knows a representation of A′

and B with respect to g1 and g2. Furthermore, before
getting the signature of AS on A′ and B, eligibility
of the voter has been passed by checking the validity
of his own certificate by the authentication server. It
means that only eligible voters can get a ticket which
could pass the voting process.

Theorem 2. The proposed scheme achieves the re-
quirement of perceptibility of double voters.

Proof. Since the computation of ticket counting
server in the third phase of the protocol in the case
of double voting clears the identity of the double
voter, it is evident that this property is satisfied by
the protocol.

Lemma 3. If a voter follows the protocols and does
not double vote, no authority could specify the iden-
tity of the voter.

Proof. Note that AS is the only authority which ac-
cesses the identification information of each voter dur-
ing the voting process. Furthermore, it only accesses
blinded values of s2 and s3 and the value of A. How-
ever, since V S and TCS have access to pure values
of s2 and s3 and blinded values of A, i.e. A′, there is
no relation between each cast ticket and the informa-
tion which is given to AS by the voters. Hence, it is
impossible to find the identity of voters even by the
cooperation of AS, V S and TCS. Furthermore, since
the number of unknown parameters are more than
the number of equations in (12), it is impossible for
TCS to find the owner of tickets.

Theorem 3. The proposed scheme achieves the re-
quirement of anonymity of voters.

Proof. According to the previous lemma, no one
can specify the identity of the honest voter. So, the
anonymity of voters holds in the protocol.

Lemma 4. No voter by himself is able to forge the
ticket without detection.

Proof. Suppose that a voter could forge a ticket.
Then, the forged ticket is provided by changing in
value of one of the signed amounts s1 = signAS(A′),
s2 = signAS(B), s3 = signAS(A′ + B). Since the
value of s3 depends on the values of s1 and s2, chang-
ing the value of s3, only, is invaded. Furthermore,
since the value of B is optional, forging B is not valu-
able. So the only way which remains, is forging the
signature of s1 and applying the required changes on
s3. The only way to forge the value of s1 is using the
homomorphic property of RSA cryptosystem. In this
case, due to optional value of s in A′ = As, applying
this change does not have any value.

Lemma 5. It is impossible to forge an extra ticket
to vote with.

Proof. Similar to the proof of the previous lemma,
the only way to forge a ticket is to change its value
of A using the homomorphic property. As presented
in the previous lemma, a voter, alone, is not able to
forge A. So the only way to change the value of A is
the cooperation of some malicious voters together to
add their own values of u and get the signature of AS
on new values of A and A′ + B by an eligible voter
instead of his own values. However, the forged ticket
is identified at the end of the voting process in the
case of double voting.
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Theorem 4. The proposed scheme achieves the re-
quirement of unforgeability of tickets.

Proof. By the previous two lemmas, it is impossible
to forge an extra ticket beside the tickets of voters.
The only leak of the protocol is the one, which has
been mentioned in the proof of the previous lemma.
However, in this case too, it is impossible to forge an
extra ticket.

5 Efficiency of the Scheme

Table 1 shows the comparison of the number of multi-
plications, exponentiations and hash functions used
in our scheme and Asadpour textitet al.’s scheme.

Table 1. Comparing efficiency of our scheme with Asadpour

et al.’s scheme.

Schemes Multiplication Exponentiation

Asadpour et al.’s scheme 30 35

Our scheme 11 21

As it is shown, the proposed voting scheme is more
efficient than Asadpour et al.’s scheme.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we considered one of the last voting
protocols in the generation of Mu Varadharajan proto-
col and showed its weaknesses. Furthermore, we con-
tributed an electronic voting which is immune to the
weaknesses of the previous works. In order to hide the
identity of the voter and detect it in the case of double
voting, we contributed a special structure which hides
identities and by that we generated a protocol which
protects the anonymity of voters, detects the identity
of double voter and authenticates eligible voters with
more efficiency than the previous one, Asadpour et
al.’s protocol. The security of the new protocol was
also considered.
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